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Calefacción

Prices starting from: $ 2,075,000

Friendly faces, sweeping landscapes and invigorating lifestyles come to life in the contemporary coastal
community of Pinecrest Place.  With a boutique collection of ten single-family homes of one and two stories,
inside a tranquil gated neighborhood with expansive half acre lots, one can invigorate in this sanctuary for the
senses.  Where moments transform into occasions that trickle into everlasting memories.  

Amenities

Village of Pinecrest

The Village of Pinecrest is ideally located 20 minutes south of Downtown Miami and Miami International

Airport.   It's also near two major highways, US 1 and the Palmetto Expressway.  Home to some of Miami's

most re�ned residents, Pinecrest, as coined by locals, has one of the most beautiful residential areas in South

Florida and was recognized in 2011 by the South Florida Business Journal as one of the ten best places in

Florida for "quality of life".  Full of spacious, lushly landscaped homes, large public parks, excellent schools

and expansive verdant green-spaces, Pinecrest is the ideal suburban village for families with children or those

planning to grow their family.

GC3 Development

Recognized as one of the Top 20 Building Companies in Miami, GC3 Development is a family operated

business that traces back its roots a couple of generations to founder Pedro Garcia-Carrillo and son Michael

Garcia-Carrillo.   Together they have created a portfolio of over a thousand homes including some of South

Florida's most distinguished projects in the last three decades.  With a philosophy to, "never compromise on

quality or customer service," the team opts to work closely with their clients to ensure a satisfying home

buying experience. If your family is ready for a new home, the GC3 family is ready to build.

Paola M. Garcia-Carrillo
Paola@gc3development.com
(305) 778-2252
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Information on this website is provided by real estate professionals or developers and/or their representatives. Prices, details and availability may change; please verify any information with a real estate professional or the developer.
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